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Abstract- Parallel, real-time rendering using clusters of commodity components has rapidly become a topic of signifi-
cant interest within the scientific visualization community. This paper describes a very large scale, distributed system
that renders 6K x 3K pixel images across 24 panels and projects them across a 14’ x 7’ display wall at 30 frames
per second. For tiled displays such as this, correcting for photometric non-uniformity across the panels of the display
becomes a significant problem, if real-time frame rates are to be maintained. The need for cross-LUT color mapping
is demonstrated, and a technique for accomplishing this in hardware is suggested.

1 Introduction

In recent years, rapidly increasing demands placed on systems designed for scientific visualization have led to a
fundamental change in the direction of high-performance graphics. Designers of high-end systems now focus on inter-
connect structure for scalable systems built from off-the-shelf, commodity components. Such systems have quickly
become fairly common. Well-known examples include the Stanford Mural[3] and the Princeton Display Wall[10].

Nevertheless, problems associated with both the frame rate performance and visual quality of such systems remain,
and the search for low-cost solutions to these problems continues to warrant significant interest. One of these problems
is photometric non-uniformity. A common feature of current scalable systems is that a single image is constructed
from multiple, rectangular tiles, each of which is the output of a single digital projector. A myriad of problems result:

• Carefully aligning projectors can be expensive, both in the cost of pan-tilt-rotate hardware and the time required
by its operator.

• Even when the projectors are carefully aligned, tiles overlap slightly causing bright seams in the image.

• Luminance across any single projector image is non-uniform. Low-cost projectors are designed for table-top
placement, and so the projected image is vertically asymmetric with respect to the lens. The brightest spot is
near the central portion of the lower edge, with significant luminance attenuation from there to the upper corners.

• Low-cost projectors can exhibit halos surrounding their projected images.

• Two projectors, even the same model purchased from the same supplier at the same time (i.e., a common “dye
lot”), can exhibit significant differences in color gamuts.

These problems are well-known. Stone [11] provides a comprehensive discussion along with suggestions of several
directions in which solutions may be found. Majumder et al [5] discuss causes of photometric non-uniformity and
focus on the “dye lot” problem. Recognizing that rendering performance demands a hardware solution, they propose
a careful, per-channel luminance and chrominance matching followed by a re-write of the three (R ,G, B), per-channel
lookup tables (LUTs).

In this paper, we describe our recently implemented solutions to photometric non-uniformity in a large-scale tiled
display, also with a focus on the “dye lot” problem. We show why per-channel LUT re-writes are inadequate for
commodity component systems of the type we have constructed, and we suggest a cross-LUT alternative. The alterna-
tive, also implemented in hardware, is seen to offer acceptable color correction without sacrificing real-time rendering
performance.
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Figure 1: Distributed rendering platform (conceptual)

In Section 2, we describe our hardware and software platform along with indications of the current level of rendering
performance, which cannot be sacrificed, even for the sake of photometric uniformity. In Section 3, we discuss
the exceptional difficulties presented by projector arrays of the type we have constructed and why per-channel LUT
re-writes will not suffice. In Section 4, we suggest a cross-channel hardware solution and observe that it provides
acceptable color correction with minimal performance impact. Conclusions follow in Section 5.

2 Platform

Our system hardware platform is shown (conceptually and physically) in Figures 1 and 2. There are 265 rack-mounted
nodes. Each node has a 1.6GHz Pentium IV CPU, a 58GB IDE drive, and dual Ethernet cards (NICs). The 240 nodes
used for geometry generation and rendering each have 512MB main memory, an Nvidia GeForce4 TI 4400 graphics
card, an Intel e100 100Mb NIC, and a 3Com 905c 100Mb NIC. The 24 nodes used for display, which collectively
drive a 6 × 4 projector array, each have 1GB main memory, a Matrox G450 graphics card, a 1Gb Intel e1000 NIC
and a 100Mb Intel e100 NIC. All nodes are connected via a dedicated gigabit Ethernet switch. The 3Com 905cs and
the Intel e1000s comprise the pixel network. The 24 projectors, Benq 7765PAs, will accept a 1280 × 1024 resolution
input, but they downsample to a physical limit of 1024 × 768, and so we use the latter resolution. This configuration
(6 × 4 @ 1024 × 768) yields a 6144 × 3072 display.

The distributed rendering pipeline comprises four stages: control, geometry, render, and display. A single control node
activates 24 geometry nodes, each of which generates geometry for 9 rendering nodes. The 216 (24 × 9) rendering
nodes can collectively receive geometry at 21.6Gbps through the system switch. Each of the 24 display nodes receives
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Figure 2: Distributed rendering platform (physical)

pixel data from 9 rendering nodes through its gigabit NIC.

The system software is based on Linux, OpenGL, and Chromium. Linux kernel 2.4 runs on all nodes. OpenGL
[13] is the principal open source graphics API in use today. Chromium [4] is a freely distributed, generic software
framework for distributing and processing streams of OpenGL commands. The rendering application context is de-
scribed, in Python script, as a directed graph of stream processing units (SPUs). Calls by the application to OpenGL
are intercepted by Chromium and routed through the SPU graph. Numerous SPUs are supplied with the Chromium
distribution, e.g. tile-sorting and rendering, but writing and installing new SPUs is straightforward.

The system is sort-first (See Ref.[6] for a taxonomy of distributed rendering.) in that it is based on screen-space or
image-space partitioning of the rendering workload. Partitioning creates rectangular image tiles, and tiles are assigned
to rendering tasks. Geometry to be rendered is sent to a rendering task if that geometry, when projected to image
space, would fall within the tile assigned to that rendering task. Unfortunately, this assignment is unknown until the
geometry is projected from (3D) world coordinates to (2D) image space. To avoid projecting all geometric primitives,
bounding boxes are created in world coordinates for large sections of geometry. The bounding boxes are projected,
assigned to tasks, and, thereafter, geometry is sent to the rendering task determined by its world coordinate bounds.
Sort-first designs allow reduced communication among nodes, at some expense in redundant geometry calculations
for primitives that overlap partitions. Whenever a geometric primitive overlaps two (or more) tiles, all geometry must
be sent to all associated rendering tasks.

Initial rendering performance on our system for a standard, very simple dynamic display application (“Atlantis,” due
to M. Kilgard) was a disappointing 7 fps. Substantial modifications were needed to achieve interactive frame rates.
As detailed in Ref.[2], modifications to Chromium (the readback SPU, the render SPU, the crserver, and the TCP/IP
pipeline), the graphics card drivers on the display nodes, and the NIC drivers on the render nodes brought the frame
rate to 37 fps on the same application.

Turning to more taxing applications, we have found that we can maintain acceptable frame rates even in cases where
single-node rendering becomes inadequate. In figure 3, we show a rendering, with caustics and fog, of a polygonal
reconstruction from point cloud data of the Civil War era submarine, the H. L. Hunley [7]. Interactive visualization of
the Hunley on a single node (GeForce4, TI 4400) runs at 5 fps. Visualization on our display wall runs at 28 fps. Thus,
we can achieve a 24-fold increase in pixel resolution accompanied by a 5-6 fold increase in speed.
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Figure 3: The H. L. Hunley

As yet our investigations of scheduling have been restricted to balancing transmit buffers on the geometry nodes by re-
ordering the geometry generated by the application [8]. Thus we feel that significant additional rendering performance
is available through a (possibly hierarchical) balancing of rendering workload.

3 Projector Calibration

When one constructs a single image from multiple projected image tiles, projector alignment and tile seam handling
are of crucial importance to the ultimate quality of the visual display. Pan-tilt-rotate units for multi-projector displays
require frequent adjustment and are too expensive to be considered commodity, off-the-shelf equipment. We have
chosen, therefore, to align our systems completely in software.

We mount our projectors on a conventional rack and align them, casually, by hand. We then project alignment points
onto the screen and read them back with an inexpensive (640 x 480) camera. Using these images, we correct for
camera lens distortion (see Ref.[1]) and then compute the alignment distortion transformation that is in effect for each
projector. The general 2D affine transformation in 3D homogeneous coordinates is of the form: a b c
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which includes rotations, translations, scales, shears, and keystone (perspective projection) effects. Mapping 4 align-
ment points per projector thus allows us to solve for the 8 unknowns. By applying the inverse of the transformation to
the data for the associated frame buffer, we correct for the projector distortion and bring the tile into visual alignment.
Our procedure is similar to that described by Sukthankar et al [12], except that we hand-align one projector and then
use the coordinate system determined by its 4 alignment points as our display space reference system.

From our projected calibration points, we can determine projector overlap regions with reasonable precision and em-
ploy a simple linear (alpha) ramp roll-off function [9] to smooth the intensity transition between and among projectors.
Nevertheless, simple roll-off functions do not address all the photometric non-uniformity issues that arise with such
displays. Our Benq 7765PA projectors are particularly troublesome in this regard. They cast marked halos, which
noticeably interfere with attempts to smooth intensity transitions between and among panels, but this problem pales in
comparison to the “dye lot” problem.

Digital Light Processing (DLP) projectors use digital micromirrors in conjunction with a spinning color wheel to
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Figure 4: Adjusted input (matching) values for first projector.

present color by a temporal averaging of the filtered source. Unfortunately, these are not additive, RGB systems.
The color wheel contains a white filter as well as red, green, and blue filters, and, absent manufacturer specifications,
determining when white is added to the image is problematic at best.

Our system is less than a year old, and our spectroradiometer is still on order, so precise measurements are unavailable,
but a simple visual matching experiment can offer significant insight into the difficulty. For each of two, adjacent
projectors, we projected 64, uniformly spaced, color inputs:

{(r/3, g/3, b/3)|r, g, b ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}}

each as a solid color block (modulo the already noted non-uniformity in luminance across any single projector image).
We then adjusted the input to the first system until the first image visually matched the second image, unless the second
image was out of reach of the gamut of the first system, in which case we adjusted the input to the second system until
the second image was within reach. If we now connect the adjacent input values and display them, as adjusted, inside
the R, G, B cube, we obtain the images of Figures 4 and 5. Several observations can be made:

• Inputs to the second system needed relatively little adjustment, with the exception of those that were non-zero
only in the red channel.

• Inputs to the first system needed substantial, non-linear adjustment.

• The red channel in the second system and all primary channels in the first system failed to map into themselves,
and thus the non-linearity extends outside the channel. Put more succinctly, an input of (0.5,0.0,0.0) to either
projector produces an output that cannot be matched by any input of the form (r,0,0) to the other projector. Even
simpler, an input of the form (0,0,b) to the second projector cannot be matched by any input of the form (0,0,b’)
to the first.
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Figure 5: Adjusted input (matching) values for second projector.

We conclude that, for projectors of this type, an analytic model for color correction is probably out of reach. Further,
a cross-channel color correction is almost certainly needed.

4 Cross-LUT Correction

Commodity graphics adapters still carry 3 LUTS, one per channel, of quite limited size. Although we would like to be
able to map, in hardware, any 24-bit color to any other 24-bit color, this capability remains out of reach. Nevertheless,
certain extensions to OpenGL available in the Nvidia TI4400 cards in our render nodes will allow us to simulate this
effect.

The multitexturing extension (GL ARB multitex-ture) allows application of multiple textures to a single polygon in
a pipelined operation. Three dimensional textures (GL EXT texture3D) allow selection of texture coordinates from
a three dimensional image volume constructed by interpolation from a stack of image planes. The texture shader
extension (GL NV texture shader) was designed to allow methods for computing texture coordinates per fragment as
an alternative to the standard method of interpolating the coordinates from those attached to vertices.

We can combine these extensions to build a cross-LUT color mapping. One of the options of the GL NV texture shader
extension allows the use of color values in a first texture as the texture coordinates for a second texture in the pipeline.
If we take the application-rendered results in the framebuffer as a first texture, and then use these colors to index into a
second, 3D texture that has been constructed as a color ramp, we have effected cross-LUT mapping in hardware. The
specific call sequence required is shown in Figure 6.

Our plan for color matching across the 24-panel screen is then relatively straightforward. With a spectroradiometer,
measure the gamut of each projector. Note that for DLP projectors the expected shape of the gamut in CIEXYZ space
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glActiveTextureARB(GL TEXTURE1 ARB);
glTexParameteri(GL TEXTURE 3D, GL TEXTURE MIN FILTER, GL LINEAR);
glTexParameteri(GL TEXTURE 3D, GL TEXTURE MAG FILTER, GL LINEAR);
glTexEnvi(GL TEXTURE ENV, GL TEXTURE ENV MODE, GL REPLACE);
glTexImage3D(GL TEXTURE 3D,0,GL RGB,lutsize,lutsize,lutsize,0,GL RGB,GL UNSIGNED BYTE,lut);
glEnable(GL TEXTURE 3D);
glEnable(GL TEXTURE SHADER NV);
glTexEnvi(GL TEXTURE SHADER NV,GL SHADER OPERATION NV,

GL DEPENDENT RGB TEXTURE 3D NV);
glTexEnvi(GL TEXTURE SHADER NV,GL PREVIOUS TEXTURE INPUT NV, GL TEXTURE0 ARB);

Figure 6: Call sequence for second texture unit.

Figure 7: Photo of Hunley rendering across two projectors, uncorrected.

is somewhat irregular. See Figure 6 of Ref.[11]. Intersect the gamuts to produce a target gamut that is within reach of
all projectors. Select a 4x4x4 grid of values within the target gamut. With the spectroradiometer, select a 4x4x4 grid
of matching values for each projector; the inputs producing these matching values will define the 3D lookup texture
for this projector.

Without a spectroradiometer, we can still test this approach on a limited scale. We simply use the matching transfor-
mations shown in Figures 4 and 5 to construct a 3D lookup texture for each of the two projectors. In Figure 7, we show
a photo of the Hunley rendered across the two projectors without any alignment, edge-blending, or color correction.
In Figure 8, we show a photo of the same rendering with each of the corrections applied. Although our edge-blending
technique clearly needs additional work, we are quite pleased with both the alignment and the color correction.

We have implemented our color correction method as a Chromium SPU that is placed between the readback SPU and
the render SPU. The readback SPU, located on the render nodes, renders geometry received from the geometry nodes
and then makes its output (framebuffer) available for downstream processing. The color correction SPU, also located
on the render nodes, receives its input from the readback SPU, performs the color correction, and transmits the results
(pixels) to the render SPU, which is located on the display nodes.

Although the color correction operations of this new SPU are in hardware, they do incur a performance cost. We have
found an average execution time of 3 ms. This is non-negligible, but it does not preclude real-time rendering. Further,
the measurements were taken while correcting a full 1024 × 768 display. Since we expect the average resolution,
per correcting SPU, to be approximately one-ninth of this level, the correction time in practice could be substantially
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Figure 8: Photo of Hunley rendering across two projectors, corrected.

smaller.

5 Conclusions

Parallel, real-time rendering using clusters of commodity components has rapidly become a topic of significant interest
within the scientific visualization community. We have described a large scale, distributed system that renders 6K x
3K pixel images across 24 panels and projects them across a 14’ x 7’ display wall at 30 frames per second. Correcting
for photometric non-uniformity across the panels of the display becomes a significant problem, if real-time frame rates
are to be maintained. We have demonstrated the need for cross-LUT color mapping for tiled displays, such as ours,
that are built from DLP projectors, and we have suggested a method for accomplishing this in hardware. Execution
speed for our method is sufficient to maintain real-time rendering.
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